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The game was released on November 3, 2019 for the Nintendo Switch. The
game features an extended filter system that provides greater control over the

edges of the overall picture and shapes, allowing users to produce retro (c.
1994), retro-future (c. 2025), or randomly generated retro-futuristic

photographs as they wish. [page break] Graphical controls in the camera mode
allow fine-tuning of the overall picture, including effects such as the amount of
saturation, the quality of image processing, various camera modes (including

the camera mode formerly featured in Super Smash Bros. Melee), the
rendering setting, and the number of photographs the user can take at once.

[page break] The game includes the ability to take photographs of several
"elements" of the overall picture at once (leaves, vines, flowers, and fruits),
allowing users to take photos of non-animated elements in the environment.

Starting Dec. 29, you can get a free download of the character, which must be
unlocked first through the mode's Fighters Pass. As the sticker is given to you

as soon as you finish the match, this offers the player a more convenient
method of obtaining it rather than first purchasing the DLC and then looking

for the sticker. To unlock it, you must complete the mode's Fighters Pass. With
the exception of Aggron, the game also features a Shadow Metagame in which

fighters other than those in the base game may be playable. Fighters in the
Shadow Metagame are not considered part of the base game's data, and may
not be used in story mode, but may still be used in online matches. Fighters

such as Bowser Jr. and Piranha Plant may be obtained through either Fighters
Passes, the DLC Week, or the offline "Shadow Pass". [8] Fighters Passes are

purchased separately at launch, while the DLC Week and Shadow Passes are a
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part of the Fighters Pass. Available characters include the aforementioned
Piranha Plant, Bowser Jr., Piranha Plant, and Koopa Troopa, as well as the

bases of the game's six new fighters: the Ice Climbers, Falco, Shantae, Meta
Knight, Pac-Man, and Charizard. The Fighters Pass also comes with an online

speedrun of Luigi's Mansion: Dark Moon, while the DLC Week and Shadow
Passes include an online speedrun of Luigi's Mansion: Dark Moon, a download

code for Super Mario Maker 2, and an exclusive costume for Samus.
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